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ABSTRACT
PokerSports is a platform that offers a number of different fantasy sports games that require skill, 
knowledge and social interaction. Through the integration of the iGaming and eSports markets, we 
are looking to revolutionize the way fantasy sports are played today. 

With the introduction of the PokerSports Token (XPST), PokerSports users from all over the world 
will be able to use a unique decentralized digital currency to play all available games, making for 
quick and easy transactions under a trustless system. XPST will allow users to forgo the high fees 
associated with typical payment platforms so they can keep a higher percentage of their winnings. 

PokerSports’ mission is to create a centralized platform where all fantasy sports fans can play a 
large variety of games that feature all major sports. Furthermore, with the creation of Competitive 
Fantasy Sports (CFS), the first-ever eSports league made specifically for fantasy sports, we are find-
ing ways to make fantasy sports more than just a game.
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INTRODUCTION
PokerSports’ main focus is to take a fantasy sports industry that has re-

mained stagnant over the past several years and flip it on its head. With dai-

ly fantasy sports dominating the market right now, fantasy sports fanatics 

— nearly 60 million of them — are limited in their ways to play. PokerSports 

plans to introduce not just one new way to play, but dozens of new ways to 

play in an effort to expand the possibilities within the fantasy sports world.

All of our fantasy sports games will work to solve the issues that daily fan-

tasy companies are currently dealing with, including, high service fees and 

the slow withdrawal of funds. However, while we do plan to market our 

product as an improvement on how fantasy sports are currently played, 

we still worked to preserve the aspects of daily fantasy games that have 

made them such a huge success over the last several years. We want the 

idea that a user can have a new team every week and isn’t tied down to any 

particular set of players to remain a key feature across the majority of our 

games.

PokerSports believes that the creation of the PokerSports Token, one of the 

first gaming tokens based on the Ethereum blockchain, will make it easier 

to reach our goal. By using a decentralized currency on our platform, we will 

be able to ensure that users have full control over their funds and have a se-

cure way of playing all PokerSports games with low service fees. Addition-

ally, with the use of PokerSports Tokens, users will be able to transfer their 

winnings at a much faster rate and transfer those tokens to other cryptocur-

rency wallets.

The creation and use of PokerSports tokens on our platform will help opti-

mize each user’s experience in a way that most fantasy sports companies 

are not able to, but we also see it as an avenue to expedite the growth of 

this company. The faster we are able to develop new games for our plat-

form, the easier it will be to look at the big-picture possibilities of Poker-

Sports and PokerSports tokens. 

The fantasy sports world that we envision is not just limited to new, innova-

tive ways to play: PokerSports is also working to successfully combine fan-

tasy sports with the iGaming and eSports market in an effort to make the 

sport even bigger than it already is.

Whitepaper Ver. 0.1
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MARKET EVALUATION
According to an ESPN survey, 118 million Americans, or roughly 38% of the population admitted to bet-
ting on sports in 2008. Since the majority of sports betting is done Las Vegas — due to legal restric-
tions in the United States — Fantasy Sports has filled the gap for the rest of the country. In that same 
year, according to the Fantasy Sports Trade Association (FTSA), 29.9 million people were playing fan-
tasy sports in the United States and Canada. Not even 10 years later, that number had nearly doubled, 
with 59.3 million North Americans playing fantasy sports in 2017.
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But what is even more important than the number of people playing fantasy sports is how much 
they are spending on it. As of 2016, a fantasy sports player was spending an average of $556 on 
league-related expenses over a 12-month period. When factoring in all the numbers, the FTSA val-
ues the entire fantasy sports industry at $7.22 billion in 2017, and it is still growing. 
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THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE UGLY
While the active giants in the fantasy sports world, FanDuel and DraftKings, have been an overwhelm-
ing success over the last several years (both companies are believed to have a valuation of over $1 
billion), there are a number of drawbacks of playing daily fantasy sports in today’s market, especially 
when dealing with those two companies. These limitations include large service fees, isolating game-
play, an uneven playing field and a slow withdrawal process, and while we plan to address all of these 
problems, the PokerSports token will directly aid in solving the issues of service fees and the withdraw-
al process.

A drawback that spans across the entire daily fantasy sports industry is the high service fees, or what 
is commonly referred to as a “rake.” To start, FanDuel and DraftKings both rake the largest percentage 
of money from their lower-cost contests, with FanDuel taking as much as 10 percent of money entered 
in its lower-cost head-to-head (two-person) and guaranteed prize pool contests and DraftKings taking 
as much as 13 percent in such contests. And while for both companies, the larger the buy-in, the lower 
percentage of money they are raking, they are still taking an average of 6.1 percent in the most expen-
sive head-to-heads and 7.8 percent in the high stakes guaranteed prize pools. 

By keeping service fees low thanks to the implementation of the PokerSports Token, we seek to create 
a positive relationship with our users and give them a more positive experience overall.

Website Contest Type Number Of Entrants Buy-In Amount Rake%

DraftKings Head-to-Head 2 $5 10.00%
FanDuel Head-to-Head 2 $5 10.00%

DraftKings Head-to-Head 2 $55 9.09%
FanDuel Head-to-Head 2 $55 9.09%

DraftKings Head-to-Head 2 $530 5.66%
FanDuel Head-to-Head 2 $535 6.54%

DraftKings GPP 575 $2 13.04%
FanDuel GPP 2,232 $1 10.39%

DraftKings GPP 127 $27 12.51%

FanDuel GPP 892 $25 10.30%

DraftKings GPP 30 $109 8.26%
FanDuel GPP 32 $207 7.41%

PokerSports All Contest 4%
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Both DraftKings and Fanduel say on their websites that it’ll take at least 48 hours to transfer funds 
from their platform back into your PayPal or bank account. DraftKings, however, states that their elec-
tronic transactions can take up to eight days and any transactions processed by check will back two-
to-three weeks. FanDuel says to allow between seven and 10 days when processing by check. 

The use of PokerSports Tokens on our platform will remove any processing period that exists on these 
daily fantasy sites and allow for funds to be transferred immediately. 

PokerSports is the first company to successfully combine the 60 million-user fantasy sports market, 
the iGaming market and the eSports market. With the integration of one or more iGaming platforms, 
we have the ability to create a highly strategic and competitive social environment.  We have already 
released our first unique game called FantasyStud: A Fantasy Sports Card Game. With the expected 
growth of our games, we aim to integrate blockchain technology across all of PokerSports to remove 
barriers, increase transparency and interconnect all of our products. 

The PokerSports Token can be used as digital currency to play all of PokerSports’ games and to access 
exclusive information only available through PokerSports. By using a unique gamified token (XPST) 
rather than using USD, players around the world can enjoy competitive fantasy sports gaming while us-
ing a trustless system; a system that removes all holds on funds or unexpected fees. It allows our us-
ers full control of their digital assets and allows them to instantaneously transfer XPST to wallets out-
side of PokerSports.
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REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCTS

FantasyStud takes fantasy sports games to a whole new lev-
el with the dynamic PX scoring system. To start, you are dealt 
seven player cards face down at a poker table. The cards are 
then flipped over one by one in between betting rounds to re-
veal your fantasy team for the week. You can build strategic 
point multipliers by swapping and trading for cards of players 
on the same team. When trading and swapping is complete, 
your fantasy team will compete and score fantasy points. The 
user with the highest-scoring team will win the pot at the ta-
ble. FantasyStud is highly competitive and strategic. We be-
lieved that people would enjoy watching the best Fantasy-
Stud players compete, which led to the creation of The CFS.

“I want to, but I don’t have enough time for Fantasy Sports. 
The drafting process takes too long and there are too many 
players to watch.”

Bust was created for the fantasy sports user who says they 
have “no time.” Bust combines the popular casino game Black-
jack with Fantasy Sports.  The objective of the game is to get the 
closest fantasy score to a predefined number with cards that 
are dealt to the user using blackjack terminology. Bust is a pas-
sive game which means users can play on their own time with-
out other users. This allows users to create a Fantasy Sports 
team in just a few seconds. It also limits the amount of players 
they have to follow to just three-to-five. Users can instantly en-
ter their teams into small or large contests. The fantasy score 
closest to the predefined number will win XPST based on the 
contest size and how much was wagered.

2018 Featured Games

Users will be able to use XPST across all PokerSports’ products, and each product is tailored to the par-
ticular interests of a specific type of fantasy sports. All of our games integrate a different iGaming plat-
form with Fantasy Sports, which challenges fantasy sports users like they never have before.
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Fantasy Legends will be the first ever Fantasy Sports collect-
ible card game. It is a fast-paced medieval themed battle deck 
game. This in-depth card game was designed to emulate games 
like Magic and Hearthstone in the Fantasy Sports world. Users 
can purchase in-game player card packs to build their deck. 
They can then select the player cards they wish to be in their 
battle deck. With the strategic use of different players, pow-
er-ups and speciality cards, users will take turns playing cards 
that ultimately create their fantasy sports team for that spe-
cific head-to-head contest. Fantasy Legends was created for 
fantasy sports users who wanted the ultimate strategic game 
made possible through the integration of another iGaming idea.

2019 Featured Games
Expected Releases September, 2019: 

•  Footbal l
•  Basketbal l
•  Basebal l
•  Hockey
• Soccer
•  Cr icket
•  Golf

Sports Offered Across 
All Platforms

XDraft Survivor Swipe FantasyWars
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The CFS eSports League
PokerSports & eSports: 
In addition to our products, PokerSports is the founder of The Competitive Fantasy Sports (CFS) eS-
ports League. The CFS is the first-ever eSports league made specifically for fantasy sports. CFS re-
volves around the idea that professional fantasy sports players of any kind would play different games 
weekly, and the competition would be broadcasted live on Twitch, the leading live social video platform 
for gaming.
 
On the surface, the numbers regarding eSports broadcasts and fantasy sports are staggering. As 
of now, Twitch has 15 million daily active users that have watched over 240 billion minutes of live-
streamed content. When you combine that with the nearly 60 million people in North America that cur-
rently play fantasy sports in some capacity, the potential for such a league that combines these two in-
dustries is astronomical. 
 

Right now, we envision FantasyStud, the fantasy sports game 
based on seven-card stud poker, to be the first game played 
in CFS, with contests being broadcasted live every week. 
Professional FantasyStud players will be flipping their cards 
and competing for a large cash prize while sports fans from 
across the globe can tune in to watch the drama “unfold.”
 
The content of a particular broadcast may vary, as depending 
on the time of year, a broadcast may just show one table or 
bounce back and forth between multiple tables with live com-
mentary providing analysis of every flip and transaction.
 
In the end, the idea is to not only build a league of profession-
als competing with each other for a multitude of prizes — all 

of which will be awarded in the form of PokerSports Tokens 
as a means for them to stay connected with the company — but 

for those professionals to also entertain a large audience of fantasy 
sports fanatics around the world.

When considering the number of users currently watching and broadcasting on Twitch 
combined with the fact that number of fantasy sports players is growing at an exponential rate, 

we believe that CFS wil be an overwhelming success today as an eSport league.
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WHAT WILL DRIVE TOKEN VALUE
By the end of 2018, the goal is to have 1% of the U.S. Market (700,000 Users)

The Average U.S. Fantasy Sports User spends $556 Yearly (FSTA.org)

700,000 PokerSports users will spend $556 a year
700,000 * 556 =

$389,200,000
As we grow globally, the demand for $XPST increases

Worth of $XPST held by our users

$
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HOW WE GENERATE REVENUE
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

24 months
Goal: 250,000 Users

              $556 Avg. Spent Per User (Forbes.com)

4% Rake
$556,000 Annual Revenue
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24 Month Financial Projections
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$556,000

$417,000

$278,000

24 Months Financial Projections
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BUSINESS MODEL
PokerSports will be considered the casino of fantasy sports. We plan to create more than 20-plus inte-
grated fantasy sports platforms. XPST is one of the first gaming tokens based on the Ethereum block-
chain, and users will be able to purchase XPST, which can then be used to enter contests in any Pok-
erSports game. 96% of XPST used in our contest will be distributed to the winners; 4% will be used to 
continuously manage and improve our contests (as compared to roughly 8-10% from large Fantasy 
Sports companies such as Draftkings). In addition, users will have the ability to utilize XPST through 
PokerSports’ partnerships that use our technology.
 
One of the main problems with current fantasy sports platforms is that the funds aren’t easily with-
drawable. On top of that, large withdrawal fees most likely follow. The most important thing to Poker-
Sports is the users. We want users to have full control over their funds, which is why users will be able 
to instantaneously transfer their XPST to other wallets and trade them for other cryptocurrencies if 
they no longer want to play PokerSports games. This process of redistribution of XPST on digital asset 
platforms not only encourages new players to play, but also allows users to potentially monetize their 
funds outside of PokerSports.

 So, what will PokerSports deliver?
 

1. PokerSports will create unique Fantasy Sports games by combining iGaming platforms with tradi-
tional Fantasy Sports platforms

2. PokerSports will create a decentralized currency that users can use to play all of the unique Fantasy 
Sports contests with extremely low service fees and instantaneous transfer of winnings.

3. PokerSports users will be able to transfer XPST to other digit wallets outside of PokerSports. XPST 
can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies.
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TOKEN SALE
The token sale will help revolutionize the way the world plays fantasy sports. The funds raised will pri-
marily be used to market FantasyStud, The CFS eSports League and fund the development of upcom-
ing games. The funds raised from pre-sales will be used as following:

Week 1 25% Bonus 1 ETH = 12,500 XPST

Week 2 20% Bonus 1 ETH = 12,000 XPST

Week 3 10% Bonus 1 ETH = 11,000 XPST

Week 4 0% Bonus 1 ETH = 10,000 XPST

Pre-Sale 50% Bonus 1 ETH = 15,000 XPST

Budget AllocationToken Allocation

Main Sale Funding Goal 10,000 ETH

Soft Cap 600 ETH

Hard Cap 20,000 ETH

Pre-Sale Funding Goal 2,000 ETH

Token Sale

Referral Programs & Contests

Founders & Team Members

Strategic Partners & Advisors

Promotional Giveaways

Marketing & Advertising

Development & Improvements

Business Development

The Debt

Security

Legal

43%

27%18%

50% 15%16%

9%9%
4%7%

2%
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ROAD MAP

21st
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ERC20 TOKEN
The Ethereum blockchain is based on the use of tokens which can be exchanged from peer 
to peer. There are several different tokens that stem from Ethereum one being the ERC-
20 Token. These tokens represent digital assets. ERC20 is a standard Ethereum token that 
guarantees interoperability between tokens. The ERC20 tokens are created through Ethere-
um smart contracts. In other words, the ERC20 Tokens are a subset of Ethereum meaning it 
conforms to the same parameters.

ERC20 allows for seamless interaction with other intelligent contracts and decentralized ap-
plications in the Ethereum blockchain. This token defines a set of rules which need to be 
met in order for a token to be accepted as an “ERC20 Token”.  These tokens can be trans-
ferred and traded to other cryptocurrency wallets like Ethereum and Bitcoin.

The decentralized Ethereum blockchain network is made up of nodes configured of ERC-20 
tokens. XPST tokens operate within the network protocol allowing for peer to peer transfers, 
completely cutting out 3rd party associations. 
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SUPERSTAR TEAM
CEO

COO & Media Manager

CTO

Director of Business Development

Lead UI/UX Designer

Kyler Tolefree

Nick Brazzoni

Raymond Flores

Jeremy Thacker

Alec Miller

Kyler Tolefree graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in 2016 with a degree in Me-
chanical Engineering. He always believed that sports taught the world life lessons that couldn’t 
be taught elsewhere. Being a sports enthusiast for almost two decades, Kyler has watched the 
fantasy sports industry grow and evolve. He realized that there were social and strategic gaps 
within the current ways people play Fantasy Sports, and he felt that if he could fill these gaps, he 
could revolutionize the industry. This led to the creation of PokerSports, where he has devoted his 
life to creating games that give users an unbelievable social experience.

Nick Brazzoni has been working in the fantasy sports industry since 2015, working primarily as 
an NBA writer at RotoWire.com, a company that specializes in fantasy sports news, and he also 
has been a fantasy sports fanatic for as long as he can remember. Nick graduated from the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison in 2016 with a degree in Journalism and Mass Communication, 
where he wrote award-winning stories and developed skills in public relations.

Raymond Flores joined the PokerSports team in late 2016 as a full stack developer who excels in 
both web and mobile development, as well as blockchain development. He graduated from The 
University of Texas-Pan American in 2015 with a degree in Computer Science and moved to Aus-
tin, Texas shortly after to pursue work in the tech hub. Raymond has been a fantasy sports fanat-
ic for several years, but he is a die-hard Dallas Cowboys supporter before anything else. 

Jeremy Thacker has been involved in multiple ICO’s and cryptocurrency investing since early 
2016.  He’s a true believer in blockchain technology with more than a decade’s experience as a 
marketing executive for one of the world’s largest manufacturing companies.  Jeremy is an avid 
sports fan and a long-time participant in Daily Fantasy Sports contests. That, coupled with his ex-
perience in marketing and years of experience in the crypto space, makes him a perfect fit for the 
future vision of PokerSports.

Alec Miller has a body of impressive digital media work to his credit over the last 6 years as a 
professional digital media designer. This includes work for some of the largest gaming manufac-
turers and eSports personalities that has been viewed by millions of people.  Alec has experience 
designing in the cryptocurrency space creating successful full scale ad campaigns and overall 
design concepts.

Developer/Professional eSports GamerAlex Ramirez
Alex Ramirez is our jack of all trades, but also a master of them. Alex graduated from the University of 
Texas-Pan American in 2014 with a degree in computer science. As a former Major League Gaming pro-
fessional, an established software engineer having worked at Lockheed Martin and Sandia Labortories, 
and a crypto currency guru, Alex brings value through his vast network, skills and experience. Boasting 
numerous connections within the gaming, tech and cryptocurrency scenes, Alex is a valuable addition 
to our team.
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ICO AdvisorJason Hung
Jason is an entrepreneur and inventor in mobile business, blockchain ecosystem, digital marketing, AI and 
ERP related business. He is the co-founder of Treascovery, Chidopi and TimeBox, and the advisory board 
of Giza, BitRewards, BlockLancer, ICONIC, AIDA, EZPOS and Suchapp. He has more than 20 years proven 
track record on managing RD, IT, sales, consulting service with 9 technology related patents which using at 
more than 2000 Apps. He was also formal PeopleSoft and JDE solution head in Greater China. He is also a 
top expert of ICOBench and International Blockchain Consulting Announcement Group.

Blockchain Consultant & Business AmbassadorIan Scarffe
Ian Scarffe is a serial entrepreneur, investor and consultant with business experience from around the world. 
As a leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a personal mission to develop a culture of entrepreneurship, helping start-
ups achieve their full potential as well as helping to expand existing companies.  Ian has founded ‘Binkplus’, 
a startup incubator in Europe. A leading expert in Bitcoin, Blockchain and Crypto industries, Ian is at the very 
heart of revolutionizing the financing industry across the globe and currently consults and advises for a range 
of multi-million-dollar companies. Ian’s overall mission is to foster a society of economically independent indi-
viduals who are engaged citizens, contributing to the improvement of their communities across the world.

ADVISORS

PR & Marketing ExpertMd. Mofassair Hossain
Md.Mofassair Hossain CEO and Founder Perhalic. He is a chartered management accountant (CIMA) 
and one of the top ICO Advisors and experts at ICO Bench. Hossain is an Investor and a public relations, 
marketing, advertising and social media expert, as well as an expert at the Israeli blockchain associa-
tion. Hossain is an ambassador of humaniq and advocate of Netleaders and also served as an advisor 
of successful ICOs like Tradove ($52M), Deex Exchange ($10M) and Descrow ($4M).

Blockchain AdvisorBoris Otonicar
Boris Otonicar has a Master’s Degree in Economics & Psychology of University of Zurich. Currently, he 
is doing a certificate as a Blockchain Specialist BVS. Boris consults companies in Blockchain issues 
and provides advising for different ICOs like Coinlancer, Districts and Coinloan. He is an expert on ICO 
bench and is currently ranked in the top 20.
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Blockchain & ICO AdvisorAmarpreet Singh
A Technology/Digital enthusiast and a seasoned professional with years of experience in operations, 
consulting and innovation of the Tech industry, Amar’s background includes working with Tier 1 firms 
such as Microsoft (APOC Operation Manager), the World Bank (Senior Infrastructure Consultant and 
Economic Advisor), Airbus etc., and advising startups and speaking at various technology forums. His 
educational background includes B.E. (Computer Science) and three Masters degrees from three Uni-
versities around the globe (including MBA from National University of Singapore).

Cryptocurrency ExpertGeorge Han
George Han has extensive experience in the tech startup scene in Singapore, having run the incubator for a top Singa-

pore university. He is familiar with the startup investment scene and has helped created over 90 tech startups over 5 

years. Han is currently a Managing Partner at SNAP Ventures, a Singapore-based company that manages funds that 

invests in Blockchain, AI, Fintech, Healthcare and Cryptocurrencies. He takes a deep interest in Fintech companies 

and selectively advises ICOs of promising tech businesses. Han also serves as an ICO advisor to promising business-

es who deliver value to the consumer and business community George has a Bachelor of the Arts degree from Asia’s 

top university - National University of Singapore and an MBA from the Hull Business School.

ADVISORS

Blockchain & Marketing ExpertRumen Savchov
Rumen Slavchov is a crypto enthusiast who has been involved in the community since 2017. As a young 
man interested in technological change, he saw that Bitcoin was the epitome of change and knew he 
had to become involved. Slavchov’s journey started as an investment broker this allowed me to gain 
knowledge on both the investment opportunity and technological advancement that was to come in 
cryptocurrencies. He specializes in providing marketing services for ICO campaigns and is currently in-
volved in successful projects like Bitrewards and Keplertek among others.

Legal AdvisorVladimir Nikitin
Vladimir Nikitin is the Co-founder of Top ICO Advisor, an accomplished legal consultant, ICO advisor, 
Blockchain cryptocurrency specialist, a member of several Board of Directors and one of the Top-30 ICO 
Experts on ICObench. With a Master’s Degree in both Law and Economics (Finance and Credit), Vladimir 
has over 10 years of Civil law, finance and internet technologies experience in various industries such 
as retail consulting, hospitality and information technology. A listed Blockchain Expert on the ICObench, 
Vladimir is an active advisor on more than 15 successful ICO-projects.
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ADVISORS
Branding & Social Media AdvisorTyler Sanford

7 years of experience working with successful Tech-Startups in marketing and sales roles has allowed 
me to use those experiences and apply them to blockchain technology and ICOs. My passion is help-
ing new and existing businesses surpass their goals and deliver successful projects. I’m driven by over-
coming challenges in new and innovate ways. I believe it’s my job to take your vision, help it grow, and 
maximize results. 

Professional eSports GamerLloyd Shaffer
Lloyd Shaffer has been a professional gamer and fantasy sports player for over 10 years, and about a 
year ago, he joined the eSports organization CheckSix Gaming as a professional PlayerUnknown’s Bat-
tlegrounds player. Given his knowledge in both industries, Shaffer is currently aiding in the development 
and serving as the primary host for Competitive Fantasy Sports (CFS), the first ever eSports league for 
fantasy sports.

Cryptocurrency ExpertNick Durban
Nicholas Durbin is an early cryptocurrency adopter with a background in technology innovation. Nick 
was a manager of test and repair at an automation company specializing in precision imaging. Nick 
turned to blockchain technology in 2016 and recently began to focus on building and creating a valu-
able technical and crypto news resource with www.mycryptoverse.com and the MyCryptoverse brand. 
His background with technology, computer science and psychology along with his customer service ex-
perience will prove to be an invaluable resource in the crypto community and building PokerSports in to 
one of the best early blockchain businesses of 2018.

NFL PlayerRicky Lumpkin
Ricky Lumpkin has been an NFL defensive lineman since 2011 with five years of playing experience, 
most of which came with the Arizona Cardinals after he signed with them as a rookie. He also played 
with the Oakland Raiders from 2013 to 2015 and then spent time with the Colts in 2016. Lumpkin is an 
avid Counter-Strike player and streams his sessions on Twitch, and in April of 2016, he joined the eS-
ports team flipsid3.tactics as member of the Board of Directors and co-owner.
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The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements 
of a contractual relationship. While we make every effort to ensure that any material in this 
white paper is accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes the provision of 
professional advice. PokerSports does not guarantee, and accepts no legal liability what-
soever arising from or connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency, or completeness of 
any material contained in this white paper. Investors and potential PokerSports Token hold-
ers should seek appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on, or entering 
into any commitment or transaction based on material published in this white paper, where-
as material is purely published for reference purposes alone. PokerSports tokens will not be 
intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This white paper does not constitute a 
prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of secu-
rities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. PokerSports does not 
provide opinions or any advice to purchase, sell, or otherwise transact with PokerSports To-
kens and the fact of presentation of this white paper shall not form the basis of, or be relied 
upon in connection with any contract or investment decision. No person is bound to enter 
into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of Poker-
Sports Tokens, and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the ba-
sis of this white paper.

IMPORTANT You are not eligible and you are not to purchase PokerSports Tokens if you are 
a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of Singapore, or other Singapore Person. “Singapore 
Person” is generally defined as a natural person, residing in Singapore or any entity orga-
nized or incorporated under the laws of Singapore.

Disclaimer


